
Authentic handcrafted 23-carat Gold Leaf for that

unique sign, logo, art or embelishement.

The ability to make a clear
prestige statement is often
elusive. The solution can
be obvious - GOLD

Since ancient times the application of gold leaf of the
special touch of sophistication, prestige or an
unparalleled look Gold Leaf simply delivers.
Please view overleaf for gold leaf applications.

Get in touch now for pricing & information mick@mgsigns.com.au
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Gilding on Glass

One of the more commonly seen is
glasswork. Gold or silver leaf can be
applied to any glass surface, offering an
elegant, durable and stunning effect.
Due to the tarnish-free nature of 23-
carat gold as its golden and shimmering
lustre has endless and classic appeal to
all. The cornerstone of hallmark designs
is Gold Leaf, and as a statement piece of
art, rather than ‘just a sign”, the glimmer
of gold has broad appeal.

Local to Newcastle, servicing Australia

For personal attention -  mick@mgsigns.com.au
pr call Mick on 0412 660 505
www.mgsigns.com.au

Signs of Gold

Honour Boards – this is the traditional
method of hand letter names onto boards

by using 23-carat gold leaf transfer; this
classic lettering style cannot be replicated

by computer-generated lettering. Gold leaf
extraordinary lifespan pays homage and

respect to the people listed. While
honouring their remembrance with this

elegant and meaningful listing of their
name, service, passing or other. 

 
 

Gold Embellishments

When you visit many cities and countries around  the world and look
up in the city and urban landscape. You will witness the wonder of
gold, from large scale sculptures to the simple enhancement of a
gilded flag pole topper. The 'Truck' is the term for the finial — or ball
that finishes the flag pole respectfully with a simple act of an
application of Gold Leaf transfer.

Architectural

Any city and country anywhere in the
world and look up in the city and urban
landscape. You will witness the wonder

of gold, from large scale sculptures to the
simple enhancement of a gilded flag pole

topper. The 'Truck' is the term for the
finial — or ball that finishes the flag pole

respectfully with a simple act of an
application of Gold Leaf transfer.


